Two Years Into BART Vinyl Seating Retrofit: Costs Down, Satisfaction Up

In 2012, the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system began to renovate its oldest fleet in the nation train cars by replacing fabric seats, which were costly to clean and difficult to maintain, with wipeable, easy-to-clean material. The decision to invest in new seat coverings was driven by the desire to meet passenger demands for cleaner seats and to help freshen the aging train cars in a cost-effective way. BART had received extensive media attention when several types of mold and bacteria strains were found in a random testing of the public transportation system’s seats. BART sought an upholstery product that would meet the agency’s standards for durability, safety and environmental properties.

BART found the answer with OMNOVA Solutions, which offered an engineered vinyl upholstery solution that provides durability, health safety and customer satisfaction.

More than two years have passed since the phased roll-out of the new seating, which uses OMNOVA Solutions’ PreVaill Transit™ vinyl upholstery with PreFixx® protective finish.

This product is engineered for mass transit applications, offering excellent durability and cleanability. The improved appearance and longer life expectancy also have achieved tremendously positive reviews from customers.

OMNOVA Solutions is an innovator and global provider of emulsion polymers, specialty chemicals and functional surfaces that are expertly designed to meet the needs of today and tomorrow. Originally part of The General Tire & Rubber Company, then GenCorp, the company was spun off as OMNOVA Solutions in 1999. OMNOVA is a market leader in the manufacturing of coated vinyl and polyurethane fabrics, and laminates for use in the transportation, residential housing, commercial building, industrial and healthcare segments.

For more information, visit www.omnova.com or call 866-332-5226.

Continued on reverse
The following interview with Alicia Trost, communications department manager for BART, brings us up-to-date on the project and future expectations.

Do All existing BART fleets have the new vinyl seats?

We started this project in March 2012 and, of the 669 train cars, 439 have the new vinyl seating. We are targeting that, by year-end 2014, the remaining 230 train cars will be completed with the new vinyl seats.

BART was very interested in getting customer feedback regarding the new vinyl seating. What has been the reaction from your customers now two years into the new seating?

We did a formal random sample survey on the trains with 1,250 riders shortly after installation of the new seat covers began. Feedback was very positive with 93% of the respondents rating them Excellent or Very Good. Three-quarters (75%) preferred them over the fabric seats (15% had no preference, and 10% preferred the fabric).

As each car was outfitted with new vinyl seat covers, car cards were put in the car soliciting feedback by email, text or phone. The car cards have been taken down now, but we are still receiving positive feedback.

From a business perspective and customer satisfaction, what are the key benefits?

OMNOVA's vinyl seats are easier to clean, and they save money by reducing the costs we incur when we dry clean the wool fabric seats. BART’s new vinyl seating has a longer life expectancy, which means savings to our overhead. The most important thing is that the customers really like them. The new upholstery freshens up our aging fleet of train cars (most of which are 40-years-old) with an attractive design that is healthy and recyclable when the time comes.

What does not having to replace upholstery every three years mean to your bottom line?

It costs roughly $10,000 to retrofit a train car with vinyl seats. These seats are expected to last 10 years. We will spend roughly $100,000 annually on cleaning and repair when the fleet of 669 cars is fully converted.

Comparatively, it costs roughly $15,000 to install all new wool seats in a train car. These seats are expected to last 3 years. We spent roughly $600,000 a year on cleaning and repair of wool seats in a fleet of 669 cars.

Savings and sustainability with the new vinyl seating are significant. Dry cleaning, manpower and costs associated with upkeep have been replaced with mild soap and a cloth. Not only is the vinyl seating cost effective, but also it is better for the health of our customers and the environment with being able to reclaim the upholstery materials.

The OMNOVA Solutions “Take Back Vinyl Reclamation Program” is an added benefit. When will you have OMNOVA “take back” the material to replace with new vinyl seating?

Hopefully, we will not be implementing the take back program until we begin retiring the old fleet in 2020.